Brand book
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Hi there!
Maybe you’re just starting out at our lovely
company. Perhaps you’ve been working here for
over two decades. Or you’re working together
with us on a project. Either way; you must have
noticed there’s something special about our
happy bunch. Something that bonds us together
and sets us apart from other organizations.
This brand book captures what makes us
TOPdesk, and gives you the tools to stay true
to our brand, wherever, whenever.
You could be creating a pop-up table in Brazil,
giving a pitch in Australia or writing a line of code
in our software. Whatever amazing project you’re
working on: we want to make it fun and easy for
you to use our brand.
Explore this brand book and discover how to do
branding the TOPdesk way.
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This is
how our
story
started
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In the nineties, Dutch students Frank and Wolter were working their way
through university as help desk operators. They saw a lot happening that
could be done more effectively.
They rolled up their sleeves and set up shop in a little attic in Delft. Their
goal? Helping organizations make their services better, simpler and smarter.
TOPdesk employees have always been given the freedom to come up
with their own ideas and assemble the teams and resources they need.
This focus on freedom and shared responsibility brought us where we
are today: TOPdesk has over 700 employees, helping out across the
globe to elevate the lives of over 4500 customers.
We might be large, but we’ve never stopped believing in our core values:
listening to the customer’s needs, and giving employees the trust,
freedom and responsibility to climb mountains.
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Our six word story:

Helping People,
Enabling Opportunities;
Lives Elevated.
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We’re
on a mission
We are the guides to service excellence. We
help organizations around the world improve
their service delivery and create an environment
where their employees can thrive.
Whether it’s users solving their problems faster
through self-service. Service desk employees
spending less time on administration through
smarter call management. Or helping entire
organizations collaborate better through
enterprise service management.
We achieve all this and more with user-friendly,
easy to integrate products that encourage
working together. And with a highly engaged
team that exists to learn, share knowledge,
and form partnerships.
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No matter what we do, we always do it

Better Together
At TOPdesk, we’re a people-oriented company.
We believe working together, teaching and
learning from colleagues and customers is the
key to delivering better services.
We build connections where they might not have
traditionally existed. Some call it collaboration,
others business partnership, some cooperation.
What connects these ideas is the sense that we
can work better together. This works on the
following three levels.
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How?
With each other

We blossom in a team that works, learns and
grows together. We’re ambitious and inquisitive,
and inspire each other to take initiative and try
new things.

With our customers

Helping our customers is what we love most
of all. We’re experts in our own field, but
our customers know their own environment
best. We want to use our expertise to help
them become even better. Our products help
with that. And our people? They’ve got our
customer’s back every step of the way.

With our customers’ customers

What do our customers want? Exactly the same
thing as we do: happy customers. By guiding
them towards better services, we’re also helping
them go the extra mile for their customers.
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You can spot
us from a mile
away
At a glance, there’s little mystery about the
TOPdesk culture. It’s a very open, friendly and
flexible environment. We don’t pressure people.
We know each other and go out together. We’re
youthful, fun and forward. We throw parties!
We’re honest, caring, and we go out on a limb to
do someone a favour.
When you look beneath our friendly exterior,
you’ll find that there’s three core values that
keep us in perfect balance. Each as important as
the other. This is what empowers us all from day
one to do what we do best.
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Trust means I can
do it; Freedom
means I can
decide how to do
it; Responsibility
means I will do the
right thing.
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This is who we are
While values define what’s important to us, and guide the way we approach our product
development and marketing, our personality should be reflected in the tone and style of all
communications. These are our personality traits.
Down-to-earth - Uncomplicated and practical - Honest and trustworthy - Warm and welcoming - Eager
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Traits that make us pop
Down-to-earth. That’s us.

Honest and trustworthy

We’re proud of what we do and
have accomplished, and love to
share our best practices with
others. But we’re not the type to
brag. Instead, we take pride in
being sincere, humble and modest,
and we tend to avoid hierarchies.
This makes us relatable and
approachable to customers and
colleagues alike.

This is the stuff relationships are
built on. Our people thrive in a
culture built on integrity, empathy
and equality. We’re honest with
our colleagues and customers,
and treat them with respect. We
don’t boast, but let the facts speak
for themselves. We don’t make
promises we can’t keep. We know
our strengths, and aren’t afraid to
show our weaknesses.

Uncomplicated and
practical
Keeping things as simple as possible
is important to us – both in our
product and user experience, and
the way we communicate. We don’t
mince words and are direct, openminded and straightforward in
everything we do. We like thinking
in solutions, not problems. And
we don’t talk in abstract terms, but
rather we’re to-the-point and get
things done.

Warm and welcoming
We’re friendly people who nurture
the relationships we build. We
focus on our customer’s needs, not
our own. We treat our customers
like we do our colleagues: as equal
conversation partners.

Eager
We like taking the initiative. And
don’t worry – it’s ok to make
mistakes. If we fall down the first
time, we’ll get right back up again
and make sure we’ll get it right the
second time.
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Style guide
Now that you know what makes us TOPdesk,
it’s time to discover how we express ourselves.
Following these guidelines will keep our brand
consistent. It will help everyone write clear
content without using big words and corporate
lingo. And use our colours and logo in a way
that suits us. Thanks to you, anyone will be able
to spot TOPdesk from a mile away.
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Logo Guidelines
Our logo isn’t our brand, but it’s the face of our brand
and the first thing most people will remember when
they think of TOPdesk. We need to treat it nicely or it’ll
lose its recognition.
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What’s the story behind our logo?
Our logo is a representation of our organization:
our ambition, our values, our identity.

We’re friendly, yet professional, captured by the balance
between curved and straight lines in our font.

Logotype

Tagline

Logomark

Say hello to Robin, our logomark. Our customer
is the one who can solve every problem you
throw their way. And in true sidekick fashion,
we’ve got their back whenever they need us.

The tagline wraps it all up. Using our expertise, we enable
our customers to become even better at helping their
customers. We’re guiding them towards service excellence.

The overlapping shapes in the mark signify our
strong belief in working together. The dynamic
shape of the mark? Progress and innovation.
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Our logo

This is our main logo. We use it on most of our
materials. The logo type should always be used
with Robin in front of it.

Our logo & tagline

This is the logo with our tagline. We only use the
tagline on materials that don’t have any context
about who we are or what we do. Make sure the
tagline is readable at all times.

Logo mark

Robin is our favicon, and is used in captions, and
in some materials in combination with a short
text. You can also use Robin in our imagery.
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How the logo is set up and should be used
Our logo is simple yet complex, created to suit our personality. Find out
below how the logo was put together and how you can use it.

The spacing between the mark and logotype is
fixed and is one quarter of the size of the mark’s
top shape.

The space between the logo and the tagline is
fixed. It’s based on the ‘Y’ of “Your”. The height of
the ‘Y’ is the space between the logo’s baseline
and the top of the ‘Y’ in the tagline.
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X
You can easily calculate the minimum space
around the logo. How? Take the square size
of the mark and rotate it 45 degrees so it’s
standing. The size of that box should be added
to each side of the logo (x).

X

X

45

=

=X

X

X
You can also calculate the minimal space around
the logo and tagline. It’s the same as for the logo
and mark. Just measure from the baseline of the
tagline to get the bottom space.

X

X

X
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Colour usage
Our palette features many colours, but we only use three for our logo.
Here you can find the codes and when to use what colour.

Logo colours
Merlot

TOPdesk Blue

Vermillion

TOPdesk Blue
RGB: 0 - 142 - 175
HEX: #008EAF
CMYK: 100 - 5 - 15 - 20

Vermillion
RGB: 230 - 80 - 56
HEX: #E65038
CMYK: 2 - 80 - 79 - 0

Merlot
RGB: 194 - 69 - 48
HEX: #C24530
CMYK: 18 - 80 - 80 - 10

Vermillion
Pantone 485 U
RAL 2012

Merlot
Pantone 484 U
RAL 2002

Pantone colours (PMS) & RAL codes
TOPdesk Blue
Pantone 633 U
RAL 5012
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Sometimes the colour logo doesn’t look right: on
coloured backgrounds for instance. In that case
you can use our white logo. The top part of the
logomark has an opacity of 75%.

On very few occasions you’ll need a black version
of the logo. We prefer to use this as little as
possible. The top part of the mark is 90% black.

Sometimes the logomark can’t be printed properly, because
it’s partly transparent. For example on merchandise
or unconventional surfaces. Is that the case? Use this
alternative logo.
Remember that the Robin should always consist of two
parts? When transparency is off the table to divide the
logomark, we’re using a line to separate both parts.
This logo can only be used in PMS TOPdesk Blue and
Vermillion or in one colour like black or white.
Please do not use this alternative logo when you do not
absolutely have to.

The logomark doesn’t consist of two parts.
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Logo usage 101
We hope you’re just as excited about our logo as we are. So please use
the logo as mentioned above, and don’t change it in any way. Here’s a
friendly reminder of logo no-nos.

We always use the logo and logomark together, and always put the
logomark in front of the logo. Please don’t substitute the mark for
something else, or use it for example on top of the logo.

Please don’t modify our logo and mark, or skew or rotate either one.

The logo has set colours. We stick to these like glue. Don’t change them,
make them transparent or modify them with a dropshadow or otherwise.
And remember: the logomark should always consist of two parts.
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Using the logo mark in a circle
When you use the logomark in a circle, you have to keep a few things in
mind. If you center the logo in a circle, you will see that it doesn’t really
look right and it’s optically not centered. This is caused by the uneven
distribution of white space and the way our brain interprets this.

The center of the Robin alone doesn’t cut it. First, complete
the circle. Then draw a new line from left to right. Line up the
center of that line with the center of the circle you want to put
the logomark in.

The center of the line you’ll
want to use.
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Using the logo in combination with an entity name
Do you want to use our logo for a specific project? Sometimes adding an entity name,
such as Academy, can be a great way to go. Please, first contact Communications to
check if this is okay. Green light? Then you can use the following format to create your
logo in combination with an entity name: mark - logotype - separator - entity name.

As you’ve read earlier, spacing between the mark and logotype is fixed on
one quarter of the size of the mark’s top shape.
Spacing between the our logotype and the separator and the separator
and your entity name is half of the mark’s top shape, or two quarters. This
means the total space between the logo and your entity name is the same
as the mark’s top shape.

The entity name should be set in the Open Sans font and TOPdesk Blue.
It’s on the same baseline as the logo. The height of the entity name
shouldn’t exceed the middle of the mark.
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Colours
TOPdesk colours aren’t bright, but rather soft and warm.
The colours – like our software and people – complement
each other. Together they embody TOPdesk: we’re a
serious, trustworthy partner for our customers, but also
young and fresh.
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Primary colours
Our primary colour is blue, meaning all our materials should be mostly blue.
The supporting colour is green and the highlight colour is red.
TOPdesk Blue
RGB: 0 - 142 - 175
HEX: #008EAF
CMYK: 100 - 5 - 15 - 20

Vermillion

Fern

RGB: 230 - 80 - 56
HEX: #E65038
CMYK: 2 - 80 - 79 - 0

RGB: 115 - 197 - 158
HEX: #73C59E
CMYK: 55 - 0 - 49 - 0

Supporting colours

In addition to the main colour blue, you can use all of the following shades of blue,
green and red as supporting colours to enhance our personality.

Denim
RGB: 10 - 125 - 160
HEX: #0A7DA0
CMYK: 100 - 35 - 25 - 10

Moss
RGB: 25 - 160 - 100
HEX: #19A064
Web only

Merlot
RGB: 194 - 69 - 48
HEX: #C24530
CMYK: 18- 80- 80 - 10

Aqua
RGB: 133 - 207 - 203
HEX: #85CFCB
CMYK: 46 - 0 - 23 - 0

Seafoam
RGB: 174 - 219 - 194
HEX: #AEDBC2
CMYK: 32 - 0 - 29 - 0

Coral
RGB: 238 - 123 - 95
HEX: #EE7B5F
CMYK: 2 - 64 - 63 - 0

Lukewarm
RGB: 186 - 226 - 223
HEX: #BAE2DF
CMYK: 31 - 0 - 16 - 0

Duck egg
RGB: 224 - 241 - 230
HEX: #E0F1E6
CMYK: 11 - 0 - 10 - 0

Fog
RGB: 220 - 241 - 239
HEX: #DCF1EF
CMYK: 16- 0 - 9 - 0
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Additional colours
Give your designs a bit more pizzazz by adding smaller elements in the
following colours.
Night
RGB: 60 - 38 - 90
HEX: #3C265A
CMYK: 87 - 96 - 33 - 27

Pumpkin
RGB: 249 - 163 - 92
HEX: #F9A35C
CMYK: 0 - 42 - 71 - 0

Gold
RGB: 255 - 201 - 16
HEX: #FFC910
CMYK: 0 - 21 - 98 - 1

Magic
RGB: 100 - 58 - 95
HEX: #643A5F
CMYK: 62 - 84 - 37 - 24

Squash
RGB: 255 - 217 - 163
HEX: #FFD9A3
CMYK: 0 - 15 - 39 - 0

Canary
RGB: 252 - 217 - 24
HEX: #FCD918
CMYK: 2 - 11 - 96 - 0

Besides our colours, you can pick any one of these five shades of grey for fonts,
frames and linework. You get the idea.
Black
RGB: 0 - 0 - 0
HEX: #000000
CMYK: 0 - 0 - 0 - 100

Pebble
RGB: 238 - 238 - 238
HEX: #EEEEEEE
CMYK: 8 - 5 - 7 - 0

Body text
RGB: 82 - 82 - 82
HEX: #525252
CMYK: 0 - 0 - 0 - 80

Off-white
RGB: 248 - 248 - 248
HEX: #F8F8F8
CMYK: 5 - 3 - 3 - 0

Border
RGB: 215 - 215 - 215
HEX: #D7D7D7
CMYK: 18 - 13 - 14 - 0
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Graphic
elements
How do we express the feeling of togetherness in
TOPdesk’s graphic style? By always using a combination
of shapes that complement each other. While these
graphic elements are a strong visual way to indicate
relationships, please use them carefully. The following
pages explain how.
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Shapes - the basics
The mark comprises two types of shapes. We use these shapes in our
house style and created the following graphic language:

=

Long shape

+

Small shape
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Overlapping shapes
Overlapping shapes – as you see in our mark – are an important part of
our brand identity, signifying our strong belief in collaboration. We use
overlapping shapes and colours in our graphic language, too.

This shape should always be the
largest shape.

Creating overlapping shapes
When using our overlapping shapes, make sure that the more rectangle shape is
always larger than the quarter circle. You can combine them in several ways,
as you can see on this page. The examples can be rotated or mirrored.
Where both shapes overlap, the colours are mixed and form a new colour.
You can create this effect by using the ‘multiply’ effect on the smaller shape.
Make sure that at least one third of both shapes overlap each other.

The shape on the left should always be
larger than the shape on the right.
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Colour usage for overlapping shapes
Not all colours from our palette play nice together when you’re making
overlapping shapes.
The large shape is usually either TOPdesk Blue. Is this clashing with the
font? First try a lighter shade of blue, like Aqua.
The smaller shape can be painted in several colours. Take your pick from
the examples you see here.

TOPdesk Blue
RGB: 0 - 142 - 175
HEX: #008EAF
CMYK: 100 - 5 - 15 - 20

Aqua
RGB: 133 - 207 - 203
HEX: #85CFCB
CMYK: 46 - 0 - 23 - 0

Fern

Coral
RGB: 238 - 123 - 95
HEX: #EE7B5F
CMYK: 2 - 64 - 63 - 0

Pumpkin
RGB: 249 - 163 - 92
HEX: #F9A35C
CMYK: 0 - 42 - 71 - 0

RGB: 115 - 197 - 158
HEX: #73C59E
CMYK: 55 - 0 - 49 - 0
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Creating in-between shapes without
multiply
Sometimes, using multiply to create the overlap between
both shapes isn’t possible. When using colours for an image
on an office wall for example, multiply just won’t cut it. The
answer? Create an extra layer with these two easy steps.
• Copy the shapes and use the ‘intersect’ option in the
pathfinder menu. Now you have the in-between shape.
Place this where the shapes overlap.

Small shape

Aqua
CMYK: 46 - 0 - 23 - 0

Fern

Azure
CMYK: 81 - 23 - 35 -6

Pine
CMYK: 83 - 23 - 56 -7

Coral
CMYK: 46 - 0 - 23 - 0

Cantaloupe
CMYK: 0 - 32 - 53 - 0

Vermillion
CMYK: 81 - 23 - 35 -6

Pumpkin
CMYK: 83 - 23 - 56 -7

CMYK: 55 - 0 - 49 - 0

• Give this shape a fitting colour, and you’re done!
We’ve created three colours you can choose from for your
overlap: Azure, Pine and Cantaloupe.

In-between
shape

How to create the in-between shape
without multiply

Small shape

+

=

In-between
shape
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Examples of the in-between shapes without
using mulitply.
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Making shapes larger

What if the two basic shapes together aren’t large enough for the design?
For instance if you want to create a wider header?

We have a solution: you can stretch the blue shape.
Again, there are some rules to doing this. The main shape
comprises two shapes: a square and a cone.
For a wider canvas, you can create a wider blue shape by
adding at least an extra blue square (4 columns by 4 rows).

+

=

+

This is how you should use it.
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This example isn’t right, because you haven’t placed a 4x4
block next to the shape.

x

This example is allowed, because you’ve managed to place at least
one extra block next to the blue shape. Once you’ve added one extra
block you can make the whole shape as long as you want.
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Examples of overlapping shapes

Here are two examples of overlapping shapes we often use. In customer
cases, the colour in the large shape has been replaced by an image. The
multiply effect has been used to create an overlap. The customer case also
shows how you can use the extended shapes.

Facts
Departments
supported
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Tickets logged
per year

250,000

Operators

500 (across 100
operator groups)
Biggest gain

Keele University
Putting students ﬁrst across 19 service departments
Keele University has been with TOPdesk since 2007, starting with TOPdesk Professional
and moving on to TOPdesk Enterprise in 2012/2013. In 2014 they were able to show other
departments the value of TOPdesk and IT has since onboarded 18 other departments.
We spoke with Sandra Gillham, who originally implemented
TOPdesk at Keele University and has headed the tool’s growth within
the organisation by taking on the role of Application Manager.

Transforming processes: from IT to
Student Records
When Sandra took over the IT service desk, the department was
using an in-house emailing system to handle requests. However,
with the desire to track and report on jobs Sandra realised the
importance of purchasing an ITSM tool.
In 2007 IT implemented TOPdesk. After seven successful years of
using the software, it was recognised that TOPdesk was much more
than just an ITSM tool. Sandra explains the process of deploying the
tool across various departments of the university.
“Student Records were the ﬁrst department to use TOPdesk after
IT. A student had gone back and forth to both the Student Records
oﬃce and IT because he didn’t have an IT account, repeatedly walking
between the two buildings. For me, this wasn’t acceptable, so I used
this case to encourage the roll-out of TOPdesk to Student Records.”
“Student Records then needed links with Student Services, so we
were able to on-board our Student Services division. From then
on the tool grew organically across the university, meaning that

students got their information much quicker thanks to
cross-departmental working.”
IT is still the biggest user of TOPdesk on Keele’s campus, with
Student Services now following closely.

Focussing on customer centricity
With TOPdesk usage increasing across the university, Sandra
explains the signiﬁcance of communicating with the customer,
in this case, the students: “We had a student life session with
staﬀ members, what I didn’t tell them was that I had invited four
students to take part.”
“This highlighted that speaking to the customer will help you ﬁnd
out the pain points very quickly. This process of involving students
was extremely powerful in comparison to a survey, where we
would have had to collect lots of data to get to this point.”
Keele University has faced staﬀ cuts similar to other universities.
But because they’re committed to ensuring high levels of customer
service, the university implemented automated forms to speed up
the ticketing process. “We’ve had to think of ways to automate our
processes to stop the double handling of tickets and escalation to
second line. For us, it’s important to pass inquiries, not people.”

10% fewer tickets
logged since SelfService Portal
launch

Thanks to cross-departmental working,
students got their information much quicker.
Sandra Gillham, Keele University

The value of knowledge
Since launching their new Self Service Portal in June 2018, the number of incidents reported
at Keele University has gone down by 10%. This is the ﬁrst time there has been a decrease
since they implemented TOPdesk.
“A lot of work has been put into the Self Service Portal over the last 12 months. Our ﬁrst-line
service desk operators are responsible for populating all of the knowledge items, meaning
that they are written in a customer-focused way. The knowledge base has grown and we are
always evaluating what is available.”
Sandra trusts that with the knowledge base at their ﬁngertips both customers and operators
can become more self-suﬃcient, enabling the service desk to be more eﬀective: “We believe
that the reduction in tickets is down to people using the Self Service Portal to ﬁnd the
information needed to resolve their problem without logging an incident.”

Circulating TOPdesk’s success throughout the University
Since writing a paper illustrating the 360-degree view of a student, Sandra has aided with the
onboarding of 18 other departments on to TOPdesk, the most recent being Estates.
“I have advised departments that want to use TOPdesk to begin the process early and get
input from the whole team. Some people have been reticent in coming forward because of
fear of change but it’s not about spying on others, it’s about business continuity.”
The recent deployment of TOPdesk into Estates is a project that is believed will transform
how the department works. Customer-centric process mapping highlighted how there were
more than 10 touchpoints from a student reporting a fault in the halls of residence up to
that ticket being resolved.
“Using TOPdesk, we have now reduced these touchpoints by creating a form that can be
ﬁlled in by the student. This is then sent directly to a steward to go out and triage that
problem. The student is fully informed about the progress of their ticket in the system and
receives an automatic email once closed.”
To support staﬀ across various departments, Keele University has a TOPdesk user group
that meets twice a year to gather people’s thoughts and ideas. This helped with the recent
task of streamlining emails. “As one organisation, it is important to have consistent emails
across departments. Now we are supporting three or four emails, not hundreds.”
“Becoming the application manager for TOPdesk has given me something to get my teeth
in to, and I’ve learnt so much about the university by speaking to diﬀerent teams,” Sandra
explains. “With TOPdesk, you’re not stiﬂed. You don’t need consultants for everything, you
can be independent, which is what we have encouraged other departments to do.”

Keele University & TOPdesk: A partnership
Over the years, the university and TOPdesk have worked closely as Sandra describes: “The
TOPdesk culture is all about providing ongoing support to customers which is something
that we have instilled on campus. TOPdesk have been nothing but a pleasure to deal with.
We liaise with so many diﬀerent suppliers but with TOPdesk the focus is on building a
partnership. There is always someone available to help, give advice or reassure us.”

Want to know more?
We would be pleased to show you what
TOPdesk can do for your organization
or provide you with more information.
Visit www.topdesk.com
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List item
We also use the quarter circle as a list item. The items may vary in colour.
Here are some examples of the smaller shape used as a list item.

Stand design for tradeshows.

Design for a small flyer.
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Blue line
You can use the blue line when text and images meet, or when there’s
a lot of white space. As blue is our main colour, we want this to be the
dominant impression for formal materials. You should always use this
line at the top or bottom of a canvas.

Online, the height of this line is 12 px and in print it’s 4 mm. On large print
materials like stand designs it’s 4 cm.

Examples of a roll-up banner and a powerpoint slide that
show different usage of the blue line.
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Typography
We have two main fonts: Bree Serif and Open Sans.
On the next pages, you can read exactly how you
can use them to create magic.
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The fonts that we use at TOPdesk
Bree Serif is the font that we use for headings and quotes.
We use Open Sans for body text and captions.

Bree Serif

Bree Serif Light
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Bree Serif Regular
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
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Open Sans

Open Sans Light
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans Regular
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans Italic
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans Semibold
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
Open Sans Bold
The quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog
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Typography in print
In print we use many different formats, ranging from magazine articles
and business cards to show stands. The typography we use is based
on these formats, and can change per situation. To help you see the
proportions, we’ve made an overview of how we use our headings
and body text.

Heading
Heading
Sub headings
Sub headings

Heading styling: Bree Serif Regular
In TOPdesk Blue or black

Sub heading styling: Open Sans Light, TOPdesk
Blue or black (opposite of heading)
Size should be significantly smaller than
the heading

Headings in body text

Bree Serif regular, black
Size should be bigger than the body text

Body text

Open Sans regular, Body text grey (80% black)
8/ 8.5 pt. leading: 10-11pt

“Quotes”
“Quotes”
“Quotes”
Captions

Bree Serif, Black, TOPdesk Blue or Fern

Open Sans Italic, body text grey (80% black)
Smaller than body text (6-7pt)
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Using the logo mark in combination with text
You can also use the mark in combination with text. Take our business
cards: they feature a heading in combination with graphic elements.

To help you measure the right spacing between the text and our logo
mark, you can use the following trick. Place the top shape of the mark
next to the logomark, where one mark slides exactly against the other.

Hello there!
Next, place a vertical line through the center of the top shape and along
the right side of the shape. Now you have the perfect spacing between
the logo mark and the text. Delete the extra shape (and lines if you drew
them) and voila!

Hello there!
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How to use our typography in print

The Workforce Awakens

Bree Serif Regular

How to improve your business value with Workforce enablement

Open Sans Light

What does Workforce enablement mean for your IT department? Research by Forrester
presents Workforce enablement as the new method to excel as a service department.
What skills do your teams need to enable the workforce of the future?

Open Sans Regular

Why Workforce enablement?

How to enable your workforce

The way we work is changing. We want to work from home or at the

What can you do to increase customer satisfaction for your department?

Bree Serif Regular

park, and we want to use the devices and apps we feel comfortable
with. We all have our own ways of working, but there are also factors

And how can you use it to show your value?

we all need to be happy at work.

Here are the three things your team needs for maximum
customer satisfaction:
Technological innovation: support bring-your-own-device, cloud
technology and create an app portfolio.
Therightmetrics:setKPIsandkeeptrackofCustomerEffortScores
and First-Time-Right.
Self-service: set up a self-service portal to empower your customers.
And make sure you organize and share your knowledge so customers
can solve more problems on their own.

Research has shown that we’re happiest at work when we feel:
1. Productive – we want to get our work done
2. Facilitated – the company helps us focus on our
most important tasks
3. Connected – we need to have access to the information we need
and we want to communicate with colleagues and customers.

Open Sans Regular

Research by Forrester has shown that organizations with happy
employees have 81% higher customer satisfaction. So, are you
making your colleagues happy?

The correct
way to
apply
typography
in print.
Want to know
more?
Visit our
our website
www.topdesk.com
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The Workforce Awakens

How to improve your business value with Workforce enablement
What does Workforce enablement mean for your IT department? Research by Forrester
presents Workforce enablement as the new method to excel as a service department. What
skills do your teams need to enable the workforce of the future?
Why Workforce enablement?

How to enable your workforce

The way we work is changing. We want to work from home or at the park,

What can you do to increase customer satisfaction for your department? And

and we want to use the devices and apps we feel comfortable with. We all
have our own ways of working, but there are also factors we all need to be

how can you use it to show your value?

happy at work.

Here are the three things your team needs for maximum
customer satisfaction:
Technological innovation: support bring-your-own-device, cloud

Research has shown that we’re happiest at work when we feel:
1. Productive – we want to get our work done
2. Facilitated – the company helps us focus on our
most important tasks
3. Connected – we need to have access to the information we need
and we want to communicate with colleagues and customers.

technology and create an app portfolio.
The right metrics: set KPIs and keep track of Customer Effort Scores and
First-Time-Right.
Self-service: set up a self-service portal to empower your customers. And
make sure you organize and share your knowledge so customers can solve
more problems on their own.

Header is used in Bree Serif Bold, which is not allowed.
Subheaders are always in Open Sans Light,
not Bree Serif Light.
Intro text is in Open Sans Regular,
not Bree Serif Regular.
Headings in body text should be Bree Serif Regular.

And our body text should always be Open Sans
Regular, never Bree Serif.

Research by Forrester has shown that organizations with happy employees
have 81% higher customer satisfaction. So, are you
making your colleagues happy?

Don’tWant
follow
this more?
example;
it’s completely wrong.
to know
Visit our website www.topdesk.com
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Tone and voice
Until now, the style guide was mainly about how we look.
But we also have a unique tone and voice. Find out how
we sound.
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Voice
What you say should always reflect who we are, and what we stand for.
Here’s some words to help you write more great words.
•S
 imple language offers a sense of trust and intimacy. Use short words and sentences.
No unnecessary jargon. Avoid vague language.
• Active voice. Not passive or detached.
•D
 rop the formalities. Grammar is important, but only if it doesn’t stand in the way of readability.
Less formal grammar rules are ok. You can start sentences with conjunctions (and, but, etc). This
helps keep sentences short. And use contractions. They’ll surely make a text more readable and
approachable. No restrictive clauses.
•P
 ersonality is key. We’re friendly and approachable, not overly familiar. We’re professional but
not authoritative. Engage your audience by speaking to them, not at them. We like to have a
laugh, but only at our own expense.
•N
 o bullshit bingo. We want to be honest and genuine about what we’ve achieved. But we
don’t want to stuff sentences with keywords, or overemphasize how big and successful we are.
Remember we’re down-to-earth. Let our customers speak for our success.
•B
 e honest about what we offer. We don’t say we’re the best in eHRM if we’re not. If you
choose TOPdesk, you choose a standard tool. But it’s the people that make it work for each
specific customer.
• Use pronouns ‘you’ and ‘your’, suggesting your prime concern is your customer’s needs.
•W
 e’re not authoritative. We help colleagues. And we help customers. Always in collaboration,
never top-down.
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Tone
Although different types of content call for different tones, there are
some basics to TOPdesk's tone.
• Informal, but professional.
• Not stiff, not too casual.
• Friendly, but not chummy or chatty. You can use colloquialisms, but to a
certain extent. Always go for clarity over style.
• Positive, but not over-the-top or overly funny. Keep exclamation marks
to a minimum.
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Picture that
It’s not only words we use to take our users’ hearts away.
We use photography, illustrations and everything in between.
Our core? Colourful studio photography featuring our own
people or a combination of still and line illustrations. These
first impressions are supported by situational photography
and illustrations.
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First impressions
First impressions are the most lasting. In our imagery core, we
focus on what makes us unique: our refreshing, cheerful identity.
When choosing or making a core image, these fixed elements
should be included:
•

A colourful background that matches with our palette.
Preferably with some blue in it.

•
•

A three-dimensional object, preferably handmade
White line drawings to make a more dynamic image

Don’t try to create flawless settings. Little imperfections make our
imagery relatable and human: an almost empty mobile phone
battery or an unplugged laptop cable. Our expressions tell an
overarching story. Elements that play a supporting role in one
image are in the spotlight in another image.
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Software photography
We partly help our customers reach service excellence through our
software. Our software doesn’t have to be shown in every image, but it’s
nice to make a subtle reference. Think of a three-dimensional button, a
screen or a mobile device.
The graphic language can be used in photography but can be omitted if
the image becomes too busy.
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Second impressions – Situational photography:
We use situational photography to support our first impression
photography. We try to put reality on display: it’s all about showcasing
our offices and the people who work there. But it’s also about
expressing our culture. Think about people working at one of our
offices, or an Instagram-post about our annual summer party.
It’s not a requirement, but a subtle hint at our branding is welcome.
Use one of our colours in the background for example or a T-shirt
with our logo as an extra touch.
We love situational photography, but we won’t use it very often as the
main image in a campaign. They’re the supporting cast that make our
hero images shine. Think of a webpage, where you will only see these
images below the fold.
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Second impressions - Illustrations
Our illustrations are built up using flat, coloured shapes. In general,
make sure humans are drawn with fluid lines and objects are
constructed geometrically. Sometimes, using an outline can help make
the image more lively.
We don’t use the standard dropshadows available in Illustrator and
Photoshop. Want to create a shadow in your illustration? Draw it by
hand. This will give a more spacious and believable feeling to the
picture. We have a special palette available for illustrations. This palette
is based on the palette that we use in the rest of this guide, but contains
a few extra options to allow for subtle shading effects. On the next page
you’ll find our palette.
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Our Illustration palette
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Illustration values
In our illustrations we try to convey the same tone as in the rest of the brand book.
The following terms are important to us:
Down to earth: Don’t alienate your audience by making people look too sexy or have
them wearing something too fancy.
Collaboration: It’s always good to see people working together! And they don’t
necessarily have to do it using our tool.
Simplicity: The illustrations themselves don’t have to be simple, but they should
convey the idea of simplicity. For example: using a mobile device, working away from
the office in a comfy chair or people in casual clothing.
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There’s a few other things to keep in mind:
• In general, we don’t want to be too literal, only creating pictures where people are
using our software on their computer. Depending on how the illustration is used,
you can go as far as only conveying the concept of a campaign. There are exceptions
though. For instructions in the software itself for example it’s best to be as literal
as possible.
• We don’t want to encourage stereotypes. A manager doesn’t always have to be a
white male for example. When drawing people, try to keep diversity in mind when it
comes to age, gender and race.
• To keep our illustrations in line with the rest of our brand, we almost always use the
graphic language shapes in the background of the image. You can adjust the shapes’
relative size and position to fit the composition of the illustration.
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Let’s get digital
A booth for an event, a flyer we’re handing out or a landing
page: our brand always has the same face. But there are
some differences in how we smile online and how we smile
offline. In this chapter, you’ll discover how to use our design
elements online.
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Digital colour codes
Colour is integral to the TOPdesk story. At TOPdesk,
our colours are warm, friendly and optimistic. We use
the following hexadecimal colours that are supported
in all browsers.

Denim

100

200

300

400*

500

600

700

800

Aqua

100

200

300

400

500

600*

700*

800

Forest

100

200

300

400

500*

600*

700

800

Cherry

100

200

300*

400*

500

600

700

800

Gold

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800*

Ash

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Cassis

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

Pumpkin

100

200

300

400

500

600

700

800

* These colours only have a high enough contrast when used with
large font sizes.

Denim
100: #c7eef7
200: #76cfe3
300: #3eb1cc
400: #008eaf
500: #0a7da0
600: #097090
700: #086480
800: #064b60

Cherry
100: #fbdacc
200: #f4ad99
300: #ee7b5f
400: #e65038
500: #c24530
600: #ae3e2b
700: #9b3726
800: #74291d

Cassis
100: #f4e5ec
200: #ecd3df
300: #d3aec5
400: #8d5f88
500: #643a5f
600: #50305c
700: #3c265a
800: #301e48

Aqua
100: #dcf5f3
200: #b7ebe7
300: #77d3ce
400: #64c8c3
500: #4bbab4
600: #2cada5
700: #1e938c
800: #1b6f6a

Gold
100: #fdefb4
200: #ffe488
300: #ffd958
400: #ffd134
500: #ffc910
600: #e5b50e
700: #cca10d
800: #99790a

Pumpkin
100: #ffe3ba
200: #ffd9a3
300: #fdc78d
400: #f5b173
500: #f9a35c
600: #f78b45
700: #e67432
800: #cc5b19

Forest
100: #d5f0de
200: #9dddb9
300: #71cca1
400: #48bf86
500: #0da570
600: #16906f
700: #127359
800: #0f6047

Ash
100: #f8f8f8
200: #eeeeee
300: #d7d7d7
400: #a9a9a9
500: #757575
600: #525252
700: #3a3a3a
800: #232323
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Using colours in web design
We want our website visitors to have the best possible user experience.
This means our texts should always be clear and readable. How?
Make sure there’s enough contrast between text colour and background
colour. It’s why our colour combinations comply, where possible, with a
contrast ratio of at least 4.50:1 (WCAG 2.0 level AA standard).

200

Let’s talk!

Let’s talk!

We’d love to hear from you. Whether you
have a question about our product, looking to
become a partner, or want to contact one of
our offices across the globe – there’s always
someone at TOPdesk who can lend an ear.

We’d love to hear from you. Whether you
have a question about our product, looking to
become a partner, or want to contact one of
our offices across the globe – there’s always
someone at TOPdesk who can lend an ear.

600

700

Contrast ratio
Aqua 200 & Ash 600: 5.97:1
Aqua 200 & Ash 700: 8.69:1

400

600

700

Contrast ratio
Aqua 400 & Ash 600: 3.94:1
Aqua 400 & Ash 700: 5.73:1
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Typography

Great typography makes life easier for our readers. Help them (and us) out by following these
standards. Keep in mind that typography on our responsive websites is flexible. Font sizes are
larger on desktop than on mobile devices. Font sizes, line height and line spacing should preferably
be dividable by 6. But when it’s necessary for the user experience, feel free to deviate.

Website:

Heading 1
Font
Bree Serif Regular
Colour
Ash 700
Size
32px - 48px
Leading 38px - 54px

Heading 2
Font
Bree Serif Regular
Colour
Ash 700
Size
28px - 32px
Leading 34px - 38px

Heading 3
Font
Colour
Size
Leading

Email:

Bree Serif Regular
Ash 700
24px - 28px
30px - 34px

Heading 4

•

Font
Colour
Size
Leading

Font
Open Sans Regular
Colour
Ash 600
Size
Same as body text
Leading Same as body text

Heading 5

Link

Font
Open Sans Semibold
Colour
Ash 700
Size
18px - 21px
Leading 26px - 29px

Font
Open Sans Semibold
Colour
Denim 500*
Size
Same as body text
Leading Same as body text

Body text

LABEL

Font
Open Sans Semibold
Colour
Ash 600
Size
16px - 20 px
Leading 24px - 28 px

Font
Open Sans Regular
Colour
Ash 600
Size
14px - 18px
Leading 22px - 26px

Email text
Font
Colour
Size

Open Sans Semibold
Ash 700
20px - 24px
28px - 32px

Calibri Regular, Trebuchet MS
Ash 600 and/or Black
12pt

Quotes

Bullet list items

Font
Bree Serif Light
Colour
Ash 700
Size
24px - 40px
Leading 30px - 46 px

Sub heading for heading 1
Font
Bree Serif Light
Colour
Ash 700
Size
24px - 32px
Leading 30px - 38px

Sub heading for heading 2
Font
Bree Serif Light
Colour
Ash 700
Size
21px - 24px
Leading 27px - 30px

*C
 an be made darker depending
on the background colour.

These are our favorite font colours:

500

600

700
60

KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT

Bring your knowledge closer
With TOPdesk, it’s easy to build a knowledge base for
smarter colleagues and end users.
• Share your team’s knowledge, so first line agents
can answer tougher questions more quickly.
• Help customers answer the simple things
themselves in the Self-Service Portal.
• Use a bit of AI to feed your knowledge to chatbots,
and give customers answers to recurring questions
automatically.

I like the Self-Service Portal.
We managed to significantly
reduce the response time to
any problem.
Customer on Gartner Peer Insights

Example of how our typography is applied for web.

100

600

600

700
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Buttons

Push your luck with one of our primary and secondary action
buttons. The primary buttons are designed to stand out, while
the secondary ones request a users’ attention more gently.
Primary buttons

Secondary buttons

Watch the demo
500*

800

Our default button. The Forest 500 and white
combination doesn’t get a contrast ratio
above 4.50:1 and is our exception to that
rule. We only use this combination with a
large font size.

Try online

This button uses a white border and text, but
has no fill colour. We mainly use this button in
our main menu and footer.

Watch the demo
500

800*

700

We mainly use these gold buttons on a darker
background so they stand out more.

Watch the demo
500

800

When the other colours don’t work you can
use this blue button.
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Grid

Our webpages are built using a 12-column grid with a 24px
gutter. We use numbers divisible by 6 for the space between
headers, text and new columns.

Responsive layout grid

Often used space between elements
12px
24px
36px
48px
60px

96px

margin

column

gutter
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Example of how padding is used on our grid.

96px

24px

36px

36px
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Interactive design

If done right, interactions (or moving elements) can be a huge driver for usability and engagement.
They grab users’ attention and help them visualize the results of their actions. Here are some
examples of the interactions we commonly use.

Buttons
Default

Links

Watch the demo
500*

Hover

800

Watch the demo
400

800

Default

Read more

500

Hover

Read more

300

Active

Read more

600

Focus

Read more

300

Forms
Default

Active

Watch the demo
600*

Focus

Error

800

Watch the demo
400

500*

800
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Thank you for reading!
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